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the mental omega apyr mod is included in the command & conquer: red alert 2 - yuri's revenge
- origins on the house promotion. with the origins on the house promotion, all versions of the

c&c: red alert 2 yuri's revenge, including mental omega, are available for download at no cost.
yuri's revenge was originally planned to be a "reboot" of the game. however, westwood games
was forced to push the release of this "reboot" back due to the financial crisis that they were

currently suffering from, preventing them from releasing anything until this crisis was resolved.
the team used this time to create additional content, and had planned on using these

additional resources for a second reboot of the game, rather than creating a completely new
game. this never happened. however, they did release mo, which is a full rewrite of red alert

2's campaign missions, and is its final version. this game has the same logic as yuri's revenge,
but is a completely new campaign. mo has a more story-oriented format, where you control
yuri and his allies in their struggle to liberate the european union from the hands of the evil

general janus, who is controlling the events to the point of threatening the world's stability. the
basic premise of the game is the soviet union is about to suffer a military defeat in mongolia by

the red army. after the red army is defeated, the ussr is completely destroyed, and chaos
spreads across the world. yuri states in the yuri's revenge manual that the red army wasn't
defeated completely, and that there is still the possibility of a revolt. therefore, yuri has to

seize the opportunity of a devastated and faltering red army and act to prevent a worldwide
uprising. the goal of the yuri's revenge campaign of red alert 2 is to acquire control of the
following three global sites: neutral zonaria, american central america, and soviet india. to

secure the three global sites, yuri needs to gather three powerful allies: the imperial japanese
army, the french revolutionary army, and the british royal air force. the yuri's revenge mod
allows players to follow this storyline, and it is a full rewrite of the campaign missions in the

original red alert 2 game. it starts a little before the events of the original game, and yuri and
his allies must prevent the soviets from winning the war before the situation becomes even

more chaotic.
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the soundtrack for red alert 2 yuri's revenge is composed by mark knop. the game features one
of the soundtracks of the best-selling video game of all time, "command & conquer: red alert"

by andy hull. there are over 2300 files in this archive. all the sounds are supplied by
soundstacks from the original game "command & conquer red alert". this means that the game
plays as it was originally meant to play. the story of the game : "the allies are left with only one
option for their future in the post-war world. unless they are willing to return to the politics of
the cold war, the united nations must rebuild from the ashes and establish a peaceful world

community." you are usa's marshall vs ussr's general. the soviets, with military superiority in
conventional weapons, have invaded usa. you must recover the us of a from a desperate

situation and defend the sovereignty of your nation. at the same time, you have to rebuild the
un from a devastated post-war globe. the expansion set for the command & conquer red alert 2

(with yuri's revenge) is one of the best expansions that ever appeared. the expansion comes
bundled with new and improved versions of most of the units, weapons, buildings, and new

sounds, among many other new features. you can fight against the soviet forces as the us or,
as the allied forces - with the ability to fight in either side. a user will always have fun with this

game. with more than 2300 files, you will find that there is something for everyone's taste
here. included with the game is a bonus cd with various remixes of the audio, a new voice

acting script, and new demo sounds. each track is a remix of a track from the original game.
features audio sounds from the red alert, red alert 2, red alert yuri's revenge, red alert yuri's

revenge, and red alert 3. 5ec8ef588b
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